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Be wary before admitting to owing or making even a
small repayment on a debt that's past the statute of
limitations, as it could restart the payment clock. Debt
collectors do not have the authority to harass you
rather they must contact you for getting the repayment
of debts. Likewise, if you let a debt collector know you
have an attorney, they must only contact the attorney.
A collector can contact a third party only to determine
if you reside at the location listed on the account. If the
debt collector of Alliance One Collection Agency
threatens you or use abusive language then you can
sue them. On the contrary, it is the creditor’s right to

call the debtor to ask for payment and sue them in
court if the need arises. If you are receiving a phone
call is probably out the window of the debt of 30-day
validation. If you owe money, chances are most of the
debt is credit card debt. The FDCPA can help you if the
same debt collector has and continues to call you
multiple times; if a collector ever threatens you with
any action, legal or otherwise; if a creditor bothers you
while you are at work; or if they ever contact a spouse
or anyone other than yourslef regarding your credit
issue.
Keep in mind that, even if the debt belongs to someone
else, you're still protected from debt collector
harassment under the FDCPA. In some cases, debt
collectors may be violating the terms of the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act (FDCPA), even when debtors
legitimately owe money, by harassing debtors, calling
at odd hours, threatening or intimidating debtors, and
using other unlawful tactics. The most common
violation by collection agencies on the Fair Debt
Collection Practices Act is, they will report negative
information to the bureaus regarding your account
beyond the 7 year time limit. However the debt
collectors have done this time and time again to only
discover that they have sued the wrong person, there
are multiple reports of collection agencies filing
lawsuits against individuals that never had an account
with the original creditor! If you have questions about
your rights under the TCPA, contact us today by filling
out our free, no-obligation case review form. Small
business owners today are likely to have some debt
issues given the economic situation since the recession.
No, Capital Management Services has been in business
for 18 years. This practice is common and prevalent
within the debt collection world and flies in the face of
public opinion that bad credit falls off your credit report
or that you only live with bad credit for 7 years.
The reality is many consumers live with a bad credit
item much longer than 7 years and in spite of it being
clearly illegal the collection agencies continue to report
information to the credit bureaus. But if there is any
dispute regarding any item on the credit report you can
always raise a question before the credit bureaus. The

debt collector starts reporting the account on your
credit report. If you’re like most people who are
struggling financially, you just want to make the debt
collector stop contacting you. The majority of people
deal with creditors by just avoiding them like the
plague. If you fall behind in making payments the best
way to deal with it is to let your creditors know and
give them the reasons you aren't able pay and see if
they can provide a revised payment arrangement. This
is no way to solve credit problems.
One of the reasons collection agencies feel they can
operate this way is because consumers are the only
ones that can potentially report the violations to a
regulatory agency. Eliminate the ones that are not
vital. For example a debt collector will contact you for a
period of time and if they are unsuccessful in collecting
payment that debt collector will report negative
information to the credit bureaus and will sell the legal
collection rights to another debt collector. If you are in
debt, it is really important to begin making all credit
card payments on time. First, they seem to believe that
you are just piling on more debt.Secondly, they seem
to think that the only reason your new loan has lower
payments is because you will make payments for a
longer amount of time. They will disturb you and may
go beyond to violate the collection agency laws. Legal
action against you may be authorized.
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We request reviews from every single customer who we
help, some of them have given very detailed feedback
and messages of thanks about how we have helped
them with their debt issues. If the collector KNOWS
that the number he is dialing belongs to debtor’s family
members or coworker, the fine is $1,500 for a single
call. After a collector calls you, the collector has five
days to send you the initial letter, called a dunning
letter. Federal law provides that a person can send a

debt collector what is called a "cease and desist" letter.
Federal banking regulations instruct banks to
automatically disregard a garnishment of a bank
account into which Social Security is electronically
deposited, up to twice the amount of monthly Social
Security benefits deposited into the account, no matter
the source of funds in the account at the time of the
garnishment. I promised that they would feel much
better after I explained things.This couple's only
income was Social Security and a modest pension.
Together they received Social Security of $1,800 and
pension of around $600 per month.
As long as there was less than $3,600 in their joint
checking account into which their Social Security was
deposited, their bank would automatically disregard
any garnishment. I have been an attorney for nearly
forty years and am the Executive Director of HELPS
Nonprofit Law Firm, a nationwide charitable law firm
that helps lower-income seniors and disabled persons
who owe debt they can't afford to pay.The most
important message I had for this couple and seniors
everywhere is that federal law protects their Social
Security, pensions, disability and VA benefits.
Unfortunately, many lower-income seniors are placed in
utter poverty by these companies, making payments on
old debt they legally don't have to pay. Many lowerincome and poor seniors have difficulty dealing with
collectors on their own. All sheriff's offices have a civil
deputy, whose job it is to serve papers like a lawsuit to
collect money. I explained that the credit card company
filed a lawsuit to establish that a debt was owed. If
your debt is unsecured, such as credit card debt, and
you default on your payments with that debt sent to
collections, the credit card company would stop trying
to collect the debt from you. Be careful about entering
any agreements to pay if you are not convinced you
can afford the payments.
Of late there have been several reported cases of
people being mistreated by debtors because they
couldn't pay the outstanding amount back on time.
Consumers have the right to dispute a debt. Go right to
the source. App. 1 Dist. 1988) (language in attached
contract, permitting either party to terminate the

contract, negated allegation in complaint that one party
had no right to terminate the contract, warranting
dismissal of the action.) See also Florida Farm Bureau
Gen. Ins. Sometimes seniors are concerned because a
sheriff is the one serving the lawsuit papers. Under the
FDCPA, lawsuits alleging violations of the FDCPA must
be brought “within one year from the date on which the
violation occurs.” (15 U.S.C. These new rules require
that once a debt collector makes first contact with a
debtor, they must issue the debtor with a written
disclosure that informs them of all restricted debt
collection practices outlined in the Fair Debt Collection
Practices Act, as well as a list of funds that are exempt
from collection.
The messages must explain how the consumer can
restrict contact by these methods or request no
communication. Mail your letter to: Annual Credit
Report Request Service, P.O. You can find a blank
template copy of a "cease and desist" letter on the
Internet, such as on the HELPS website. If you still
have questions or concerns about dealing with a
collection agency and what they can and cannot do, be
sure to visit the website of the Government of Canada,
as it can help address these concerns and has other
helpful links present. Rather than wallow in
uncertainty, contact our office to begin the process to
stop CRG debt collection harassment. For example a
debt collector will contact you for a period of time and
if they are unsuccessful in collecting payment that debt
collector will report negative information to the credit
bureaus and will sell the legal collection rights to
another debt collector.
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